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Abstract 

One of the open problems to implement Structural Health Monitoring techniques based on 

guided waves in real structures is the interference of the environmental effects in the damage 

diagnosis problem. This paper deals with the compensation of one of the environmental 

effects, the temperature. It is well known that the guided wave form is modified by 

temperature variation and causes errors in damage diagnosis. This happens because the 

waveform has an influence due to temperature changes of the same order than the damage 

presence, which makes difficult to separate both effects in order to avoid false positives. 

Therefore it is necessary to quantify and compensate the temperature effect over the 

waveforms. There are several approaches to compensate the temperature effect such as 

Optimal Baseline Selection (OBS) or Baseline Signal Stretching (BSS). In this paper, the 

experimental data analysis consists on applying the Chirplet Transform (CT) to extract 

Environmental Sensitive Features (ESF) from raw data. Then, the measure of the 

environmental condition is related with the ESF training an ANN. The relationship between 

the temperature and the ESF is captured by the ANN and then it can be used to compensate 

the temperature effect in the guided wave data at a different temperature. When the ESF is 

compensated only the Damage Sensitive Feature (DSF) information is present in the 

experimental data acquired. Several tests were performed in a range of temperatures under 

damaged/undamaged conditions and used the experimental data to build and test the models. 

This method improves the benefits of the OBS (without the need of a big database of 

baselines, difficult to obtain in complex structures) with the wide range of applicability and 

simplicity of BSS. Another advantage of this method is its independency from structure 

arrangement and the type of sensors used for guided wave’s data acquisition because it is 
purely data driven. Moreover, it can be used for the simultaneous compensation of a variety 

of measurable environmental or operation conditions, which affects the guided wave data 

acquisition, in example, temperature and load compensation. 

1   INTRODUCTION 

Most of Structural Health Monitoring Systems (SHMS) achieve a global approach over a 
particular structure using a grid of piezoelectric sensors using pitch catch interrogation 
strategy [1]. The guided wave’s data coming from all sensors can be processed at a time, with 
health monitoring purposes. However, the problems of this scheme are the environmental and 
the operational effects, such as temperature or loading conditions. These conditions jam the 
guided wave [1] causing mistakes in damage identification [2]. This paper presents a 
methodology for modelling the temperature interaction over the Guided Waves forms in the 
damage path between two piezoelectric sensors independent from the structural complexity 
[9]. 
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1.1 Different approaches 

The Temperature effect over the guided wave mainly consists of a combination of delay 
and attenuation over the reference baseline signal at a given temperature [10]. If we want to 
extract the damage interaction with the guided wave arrival signal it is necessary to 
compensate the temperature effect. This situation is well described in the literature [11][9].  
And it is more important if we consider the aeronautical typical range of operational 
temperatures, typically between -70ºC and 60ºC. 

There are several approaches to compensate the temperature effect. We can classify them 
in four different groups, physics-based, experimental data based, hybrid and insensitive DSF. 
In the first group we place the theoretical models to modify the waveform according to 
temperature variations such as Baseline Signal Stretching [9]. The second group contains 
compensation methods based on experimental data such as Optimal Baseline Selection [9]. 
The third group mixes theoretical models and experimental data. The fourth group consists of 
the usage of a DSF insensitive to the environmental and operational conditions [18]. The 
method proposed in this paper belongs to the third group. It uses soft computing models, the 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and experimental data analysis supported by the Chirplet 
Transform (CT) to extract Environmental Sensitive Features (ESF) and compensate them. 

1.2 Solution proposal 

It is difficult to make a precise model of guided wave behaviour in complex structures 
because it depends deeply on the material characteristics [9]. In this paper the CT is used to 
separate DSF and ESF. The ESF is modelled using ANN to create a purely data-driven 
damage path model independent from structure and material. 

The proposal is a hybrid method for temperature compensation based on ANN and CT of 
experimental data. The main objective is to separate the DSF and the ESF using the CT over 
guided wave’s experimental data. With the ESF we create an ANN model and we use it to 
compensate the temperature effect in the original guided wave data. Once the model is 
applied the ESF is compensated and only the DSF information is present in experimental 
data. To obtain the data we perform several tests in a range of temperatures under 
damaged/undamaged conditions. The objective is to use experimental data to assess the 
temperature compensation and build the model that could compensate this effect. We need 
the measurement of some quantity related with the temperature in order to use it as input for 
the compensation of the effect in the models. 

We compare the effect in the guided wave signal of damage presence against temperature 
induced change. The compensation method is developed using the CT coefficients of the 
signal, approximated by an ANN. The method is fully data-driven and therefore independent 
from structure arrangement and used sensors for guided wave’s data acquisition. If we 
decouple DSF and ESF using a statistical model, it could be possible to compensate signals 
acquired under particular environmental and operational conditions transforming them to the 
reference baseline condition and subtracting directly the compensated signal with the 
baseline one can observe the effect of damage presence if any. 

1.3 The Chirplet Transform 

The CT has been used to analyse guided waves acquired signals [4] in order to extract 
wave modes information. Moreover, it is widely used to evaluate guided waves dispersive 
analysis [3][5][6]. We can use CT to convert the time series representation of the signal into a 
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five dimensional subspace of functions whose coordinates (CT coefficients) can be related to 
operational and environmental conditions. 

The CT definition can be found in references [7] and [8]: ��痛岫建待, �待, 嫌, 圏, 喧岻 = ∫ 捲岫建岻�痛轍,�轍,鎚,槌,椎∗ 岫建岻穴建 = 怠態·� ∫ �岫�岻罫痛轍,�轍,鎚,槌,椎∗ 岫�岻穴�∞−∞∞−∞            (1) 

In the CT the signal x or X is projected into a five dimension subspace using a basis of 
functions g or G [7] [8]. �痛轍,�轍,鎚,槌,椎岫建岻 = 劇痛轍繋�轍鯨鎚芸槌鶏椎ℎ岫建岻    or   罫痛轍,�轍,鎚,槌,椎岫�岻 = 劇痛轍繋�轍鯨鎚芸槌鶏椎茎岫�岻          (2) 

Each one of the coefficients (T, F, S, Q and P) denotes an operator with a physical 
explanation [7] [8]. 

Time shift: 劇痛轍ℎ岫建岻 = ℎ岫建 − 建待岻   or   劇痛轍茎岫�岻 = 結−��痛轍茎岫�岻                              (3) 

Frequency shift: 繋�轍ℎ岫建岻 = 結��轍痛ℎ岫建岻       or     繋�轍茎岫�岻 = 茎岫� − �待岻                          (4) 

Scaling: 鯨鎚ℎ岫建岻 = 怠√鎚 ℎ 岾痛鎚峇   or   鯨鎚茎岫�岻 = √嫌茎岫嫌�岻                              (5) 

Time shear, the * operator denotes convolution: 鶏椎ℎ岫建岻 = 岫�喧岻−迭鉄 exp 岾 �態椎 建態峇 ∗ ℎ岫建岻     or    鶏椎茎岫�岻 = exp 岫�椎態 �態岻茎岫�岻                  (6) 

Frequency shear, the * operator denotes convolution 芸槌ℎ岫建岻 = ℎ岫建岻 exp 岾�槌態 建態峇   or   芸槌茎岫�岻 = 岫�圏岻−迭鉄 exp 岾�態槌 �態峇 ∗ 茎岫�岻    (7) 

Some of the coefficients can be related with the modification of the guided wave arrival 
either with the environmental and operational or damage presence [7] [8]:  Time shift. Related with signal delay induced by temperature or load [14].  Frequency shift. Can be produced by a mode migration due to thickness change.  Scaling. Related with signal attenuation due to damage or temperature variations [14]. 

To apply the CT we use Gaussian Chirplets from a GNU Matlab functions package [15]. 
Next we will analyse the modification of the CT coefficients correlated with guided wave 
behaviour. The analysis will be focused in the relationship between the coefficients values 
and the physical effect. The experiments will be focused in the Time Shift and Scaling 
coefficients of the CT because they seem to be related with the effects that we want to 
compensate in the signals. The temperature changes will modify the signal arrival time (the 
delay) and the signal amplitude. These effects make interferences over the effect that we 
want to isolate, the DSF, the amplitude change of the signal arrival due to damage presence. 

1.4 Test and analysis schema 

The experimental test for the selected structure has the following evaluations:  Temperature change  Damage size change  Temperature and damage combined change 
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The analysis of experimental data and modelling has 3 steps: 
1. Application the Chirplet Transform [7] [3] over the acquired signals: 

a. Define the signal time window to be analysed for the damage detection 
purposes. 

b. Compare the temperature induced dispersion versus damage induced 
dispersion (in physical terms and CT coefficient terms). 

c. Evaluate the CT coefficients relation with temperature change. 
d. Obtain qualitative relation between the CT coefficient and temperature 

variations 
2. Generation of a compensation schema using the CT coefficient selected and build an 

ANN model with it [12] [13].  
a. Select ANN inputs related with temperature and damage. 
b. Select ANN outputs, CT coefficients related with temperature and damage. 
c. Train the ANN using the experimental data 

3. Validation of CT-ANN compensation model using the experimental data from 
temperature plus damage experiments. 

2   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Experimental set-up 

We use two thin plate structures for experimental data gathering. One of the plates is 
damaged and the other one is considered to be without damage. The experimental set up 
arrangement and data acquisition is shown in Figure 1. 

 

The structures used in the experiments 
are two thin aluminium 7075 sheets (plate 
1 with sensors PZT1-2 and plate 2 with 
sensors PZT3-4) with the following 
material characteristics: 膏 = のぬ.は 罫鶏�   航 = には.の 罫鶏�    � = にぱどど ��兼戴    潔痛 = ぬどばは 兼嫌    潔�= はにどぱ 兼嫌  建 = ど.どどに 兼   拳�穴建ℎ = ど.な 兼    健結券�建ℎ = な 兼   

Two PZT sensors are installed in each 
of the sheets near the ends and separated 
approximately 827 mm. One of the sheets 
is free of flaws and the other one has been 
progressively damaged in the middle zone 
border. 

Figure 1 : Experimental setup and data acquisition 
arrangement  

This configuration has been selected in order to simulate a one-dimensional damage path. 
Two interrogation and data acquisition equipment were used using equivalent acquisition 
configurations. The first one is Acellent Technologies ScanGenie and the second one is in-
house developed using a standard National Instruments acquisition Card 6366. The analysis 
software has been developed internally using Matlab.  

The data acquisition system work as active pitch-catch interrogator. The interrogation 
configuration is described in ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.. 
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Pitch-catch 

pattern 
Signal type 

Signal 

frequency 

Signal 

amplitude 

ADC 

resolution 

Sampling 

rate 

Acquired 

Points 

PZT1-2 / PZT2-1 
PZT3-4 / PZT4-3 

Five peaks burst with 
hanning window 

200 kHz 40 volts 16 bit 48 Msps 32000 

Table 1 : DAQ set-up 

In Table 2 are indicated the test performed. 
Test Damage Size Range (mm) Temperature Range (ºC) 

Temperature variation (inside climate chamber) Constant 32 mm [17,66.5] 
Damage growth (outside climate chamber) [32,64] Constant 19.5 
Temperature and damage growth (outside climate chamber) [2,32] [16.7,25.6] 

Table 2 – Test table 

2.2 Experimental data analysis 

The technique basis is supported by the following hypothesis [1]: when the guided wave 
propagates from actuator piezoelectric to the sensor piezoelectric the waveform is modified 
by operational or environmental conditions. In this paper we consider the first wave arrival 
(S0 mode, see Figure 2 [16] to the piezoelectric sensor to avoid wave interference with ends 
reflection that increases the complexity of the problem [14].  

 

The distance between the actuator and 
sensor is 827 mm so the arrival time will 
be 157s and the distance to the plate 
ends (go and reflection) for the sensor is 
173 mm so we can use more or less 33s 
of signal arrival without interference of 
end reflections. From this point we will 
refer the S0 arrival as the first guided 
wave arrival and it will be influenced by 
temperature and damage presence, in 
order to perform an easier validation of 
this case of study. In the following figure 
the temperature variation effect on lamb 
wave arrival can be observed. 

Figure 2 : Lamb Waves dispersion curves for aluminium plate 
thickness = 2 mm obtained with in house software and cross 

checked with [16]  

 
Figure 3 - Temperature effect over the guided wave signal arrival to the piezoelectric sensor 

In the Table 3 we can check the scatter dispersion induced by temperature (data from 
Figure 3) and by damage (time series of Figure 4). The Figure 3 indicates that the ESF is 

related mainly with signal delay and slightly with signal attenuation. 
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T (ºC) Scatter over reference signal amplitude 

(%) 

Damage size increment 

(mm) 

Scatter over reference 

signal amplitude (%) 

27+20ºC 15 % 32+16mm 4 % 
27+42ºC 26 % 32+32mm 9 % 
47+22ºC 14 % 48+16mm 6 % 

Table 3 : Scatter dispersion comparison between temperature and damage effect 

The values of Table 3 indicate that the induced scatter by temperature is higher than the 
damage effect without temperature compensation. If we want to extract the damage 
interaction with the guided wave first arrival signal it is necessary to compensate the 
temperature effect. This result is well described in the literature [11] [9]. In Figure 4 we can 
observe the crack induced effect over the first arrival of guided wave decoupled from the rest 
of collateral undesired effects, no load, and temperature change or in the contour conditions. 

 
Figure 4 - Damage effect in guided wave signal at piezoelectric sensor at various damage levels and without 

temperature variation effect 

The S0 mode attenuation increases as the crack size growths [17]. It indicates that the 

DSF is related with the signal attenuation. 

The ESF seems to be related with signal delay. So, temperature tests are taken to check the 
Time Shift coefficient of CT relationship with the guided wave arrival delay. And the DSF 
seems to be related mainly with the signal attenuation. Then, the damage tests are taken to 
check the Scaling coefficient of the CT relationship with damaged induced attenuation. 

2.2.1 Temperature test analysis 

In Figure 5 we plot the temperature increment in ºC (horizontal axis) of all temperature 
tests against the observed arrival delay in nanoseconds (vertical axis). 

  
Figure 5 : Experimental delay versus temperature increment 

and linear fit Delay(ns)=49·T(ºC)+29 
Figure 6 : CT time shift coefficient versus temperature 

increment Time-Shift(ns)= 48·T(ºC)+22 
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The Delay can be considered linear with the temperature increment in the studied range. 
This result agrees with literature [10].  The following check consists of the evaluation of CT 
Time Shift coefficient relationship with the temperature induced delay. To perform this task 
we will use the experimental data (256 temperature increments used for Figure 5). Each 
signal will be projected in the CT basis in order to obtain the Time Shift coefficients and 
relate them with delay and temperature change. We plot the results in Figure 6. 

As it can be checked in the Figure 6 there is a clear linear relationship between Time Shift 
CT coefficient and the temperature increment. In Figure 7 we show the relationship between 
the delay and the Time shift CT coefficient. 

 

The Figure 7 indicates a direct 
relation, almost 1 to 1 between delay in 
ns and the CT Time Shift coefficient. 

In conclusion, we can use the Time 
Shift coefficient of the CT in a 
compensation model of the temperature 
effect because it is directly related to the 
main perturbation introduced in the 
signal. No significant effects have been 
observed in the scaling coefficient in the 
studied temperature range which is 
coherent with literature results [10]. 
 

Figure 7 : Relation between time shift coefficient of CT and delay 

2.2.2 Damage and temperature test analysis 

The other effect under study is the attenuation induced by the damage presence. The 
attenuation has been directly evaluated from the maximum range of the first wave arrival. 
The results are indicated in figures below. The attenuation reference is taken in damage size 
equal to 32 mm because it is the frontier between the decupled and coupled temperature/tests. 

  
Figure 8 : Guided wave first arrival signal range attenuation 

(reference in damage size=32 mm),                       
Attenuation=-0.012·DamageSize(mm)+1.4 

Figure 9 : Real part of Scaling CT coefficient versus damage 
size                                                                    ||Scaling||=- 

0.0035·DamageSize(mm)+0.44. 

 
Figure 8 shows the linear relationship between the damage size and the wave attenuation, 

in particular in the range 32-64 mm. In the range below 32 mm some interference of 
temperature can be observed. This second effect can be related to the Scaling coefficient of 
the CT. The real part of the Scaling coefficient of the CT has also a linear relationship with 
the damage size (Figure 9). No trends in the imaginary part of the CT Scaling coefficient are 
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observed. This result is also known in the literature [17] and it supports the use of the CT 
Scaling coefficient. Finally we check the relationship between attenuation and CT Scaling 
coefficient experimentally and plot the results in Figure 10. 
 
 

 

As in the case of temperature, a linear 
relationship exists between the CT real part 
of the Scaling coefficient and the signal 
attenuation. This result indicates that we 
can use this coefficient of the CT to extract 
damage information from guided waves 
and use it in temperature compensation 
model or in damage size evaluation 
models. 

The two effects, temperature change 
and damage size have been related to the 
CT coefficients of Time Shift and Scaling, 
respectively. We will use these values to 
feed the compensation model. But we have 
seen that the temperature also induces few 
changes in signal amplitude so we cannot 
decouple the effects. The compensation 
model will do that. 

Figure 10 : Signal attenuation vs real part of CT Scaling 
coefficient, ||Scaling||= 0.28·Attenuation+0.053 

2.3 Compensation schema, the CT-ANN model 

Once the CT use has been defined in the previous section we combine it with an ANN 
[13] to create the compensation model. In Figure 11 we define the compensation schema and 
model’s elements. 

 
Figure 11 – Compensation schema and model 

This ANN model is trained with undamaged conditions in order to capture enough 
baseline conditions, under multiple environmental and operational values. In this way we will 
capture the relationship between the guided wave form CT coefficient values and the 
environmental and operational conditions.  
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It can be noted that the test is a simplified version of a more general compensation model 
general definition:  Burst type is fixed to five peaks and frequency to 200 KHz  The temperature will be the unique environmental condition. 

The simplification of the model can be checked in Figure 11 and Table 4. 
 

ANN type Inputs  Outputs Layers 
Neurons 

in layers 

Neural transfer 

functions 

Training 

algorithm 

Feedforward 
backpropagation 

2 
Amplitude T 

2 
Re(Scaling) 
Time Shift 

3 7-23-2 Tansig/Tansig/Linear 
Levenberg-
Marquardt 

Table 4 : Compensation model definition parameters 

For train and validation we will use the temperature test data in constant damage 
conditions. For ANN testing, we will use the temperature and damage test data in order to 
test the temperature compensation and see if the damage indicator (real part of scaling) is not 
affected by the compensation. 

To train, validate and test the CT-ANN model we follow the steps defined below: 
1. Calculate the CT coefficients for the guided wave arrival, output data: 

a. CT real part of scaling coefficient increment 
b. CT Time Shift coefficient 

2. Calculate and adjust the amplitude and T for each arrival, input data: 
a. Amplitude attenuation 
b. T 

3. Split the data set into two groups: 
a. Train data set. To adjust the ANN model, 80 % of data. 
b. Validation data set. To validate the compensation schema, 20 % of data. 

4. Train the ANN. Train and validation is a simultaneous process. 
5. Test the compensation model with additional data not used for train or validation. 

a. Calculate the CT coefficients for the guided wave arrival, output reference 
data. 

b. Calculate and adjust the amplitude and T for each arrival, ANN input data. 
c. Simulate the network with ANN input data and obtain CT simulated 

coefficients. 
d. Compare the reference outputs and simulated outputs 

3   RESULTS 

The CT-ANN model training and validation results are the following  Train results: 6.6 % of Root Mean Squared Error.  Validation results: 14 % of Root Mean Squared Error. 
The training results indicate that the ANN model is applicable to make the approximation 

between CT coefficients and physical definition of the actuation signal. Validation results are 
showing the possibility of defining a particular actuation with a defined temperature 
increment and signal range with respect of baseline and generate the CT coefficients for the 
baseline modified in temperature and attenuation terms to be used for later damage 
assessment. 

The model has been trained using exclusively undamaged conditions. So, if we simulate 
the model using combinations of temperature variations and damage presence, we will obtain 
the CT coefficients (Time Shift and Scaling) for the undamaged condition joined with the 
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temperature compensation. The differences between the simulated coefficients and the target 
coefficients will indicate the damage presence.  

 

We observe in Figure 12 upper 
graph that the Time Shift coefficient 
follows the compensation line due to 
temperature variations, the time shift 
values adjustment indicate that the 
CT-ANN model is compensating the 
delay due to the temperature 
variations mainly (there is also a low 
effect in amplitude).  

But nevertheless, in Figure 12 
lower graph, we see how the Scaling 
coefficient simulation and target 
differs linearly. The CT-ANN model 
does not change the scaling coefficient 
due to damage presence. This is an 
evidence of ESF and DSF separation. 
The difference between simulated 
Scaling and target Scaling is directly 
related to damage size (DSF). Figure 12 - ANN model testing with damaged data under variable 

and invariant temperature conditions 

4   CONCLUSIONS 

We have obtained clear relationships between the CT coefficients, Time Shift and Scaling, 
with signal delay and attenuation, respectively, facilitating the automation of guided wave 
signal analysis with the objective of DSF and ESF separation. 

We have defined and validated a fully data-driven compensation model based on the 
Chirplet Transform coefficients and Artificial Neural Network with the following 
characteristics:  Independent from structure complexity  Only dependent of material properties and geometry 

The compensation model has been defined from a general point of view and is suitable to 
be applied in the compensation of any environmental and operational condition that can be 
measured and modelled.  
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